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n Solid Portfolio 
Performance in the  
1st Half of 2021

The equity market has produced solid results 
with the SP500 gaining 13% (as of 6/22/2021). 
Factors underlying the strong results include 
growth of savings as personal income has 
spiked, stronger than expected corporate 
earnings, improving confidence of both 
consumers and business, and low bond yields 
which support higher stock values.

The bond market has not fared as well 
as the SP500 with the Bloomberg Bond 
Index dropping to 1.9% as interest rates 
have jumped from the ultra-low levels at 
the beginning of the year. Generally, client 
portfolios have performed well given the 
overweighting in the equity allocation. For 
the year to date, the stocks with leading 
performance include Moderna, Nucor, 
Schnitzer Steel, Generac, and Oneok. 
Significant detractors from performance 
included Hannon Sustainable, NextEra Energy, 
Apple, Johnson & Johnson, and Thermo 
Fisher Scientific. So far, so good in 2021 for 
portfolios, but the third quarter may be a 
bigger challenge as described below.
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The economy is continuing to recover and is expected 
to rise by about 8% this year based on the Federal 
Reserve’s recent estimates. While heading in a positive 
direction, industrial production is still 4.4% below 
pre-Covid levels. The economic recovery began in the 
housing market and has started to shift to the service 
industries, as locked up consumers are venturing out to 
dine and travel after being vaccinated. As stated on a 
recent ULTA Beauty conference call, the vaccination was 
the key factor in customers returning to stores. Barring 
an exogenous factor, such as a new Covid variant or 
other unexpected factor like a meteorite hitting New 
York City, the economy should continue to grow rapidly 
over the next year or so and moderate to the nature rate 
of long-term growth around 2% per year.

Labor Market Friction is Slowing the Return to Work:
Employment is now the primary focus of the Federal 
Reserve. There is still about four million fewer people 
employed since the beginning of the pandemic One 
million jobs were lost due to people retiring, resulting 
in three million jobs to replace. Many factors will make 
filling the remaining gap challenging. Some factors 
slowing the return of work are generous unemployment 
benefits, childcare responsibilities, lack of enticing wage 
offers, and fear of the virus. Also, a skills gap is growing 
between available workers and the technological skills 
needed of businesses that have continued to evolve 
through the pandemic. The return to normal school 
hours, expiring unemployment benefits, and higher 
vaccination rates will remove some of the impediments 
to the labor market. 

n Economy is Rising from the Pandemic Lows

n SP500 Closes at a Record High on June 24th
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Inflation Worries are Overhyped: 
Politicians and some media outlets are focused on 
inflation as if it were returning to the high levels of the 
1970’s when it was truly deadly to the economy. There 
are few similarities between the post-pandemic jump 
in prices to the 1970’s. The May Consumer Price Index 
(CPI) was up 5% from a year ago. From a psychological 
perspective it is interesting that investors see the 20%+ 
gains in homes or investment portfolios as good, but 
an increased inflation at 5% is a problem? However, the 
pace of price increases should be moderate as there are 
several reasons for inflation to cool off:

 1. Mathematics - the denominator of the index  
  was based on prices in May 2020, near the 
  bottom of economic activity. 
 
 2. Restarting the economy has led to bottle 
   necks as demand of many commodities 
  exceeds the supply. From chicken wings to  
  lumber, supply shortages have made  
  the news. It has also provided the opportunity  
  for businesses to raise prices. 
 
 3. High prices are often the solution for “high  
  prices” as demand slows because alternative  
  goods are found or conservation factors 
  slow purchases.

Wage Growth May Help Grow the Overall Economy:
Overtime, inflation may be higher than the pre-Covid-19 
moderate pace, as the labor market continues to 
tighten, and foreign sourcing of cheaper labor is less 
available. While workers on the lower end of the pay 
scale are hoping for a bit more, it is nothing compared 
to the 14% increase in the salary cap for the National 
Football League players for the 2022 season. Get ready 
for $21.00 hot dogs. Higher wages and raising the 
minimum wage have been debated. To some extent, 
higher wages could expand the economy as personal 
income would rise. Henry Ford paid his employees 
higher wages so they could afford a Model T. On a 
similar note, narrowing the wealth gap along culture 
lines could also be a significant economic driver and a 
reduction of social costs in meeting the needs of people 
of limited economic means.

Agreement on a Small Infrastructure Bill:
As this newsletter was drafted, a bi-partisan group of 
Senators agreed to an infrastructure bill, which is a 
true accomplishment. Although it is a long way from a 
verbal agreement to actual implementation, it is a step 
forward. It is too early to see the opportunities since 
many of the details are yet to be worked out. The short-
term reaction of the financial market has been nominal. 
The benchmark 10-year Treasury Bond has barely 
moved, suggesting limited economic consequence.

On the global stage, the impact will do little to improve 
our competitive position. Countries like China play by 
different rules whereby government investment is a core 
source of financial capital in critical industries, a lesson 
the U.S. needs to learn before its too late.

1.

3.

2.

US Employment – Still a big gap to fill. Chart Courtesy of Bloomberg
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n Capital Markets-What the Bond Market is Telling us About Future 

The currency trends, commodities, bonds, and stocks tend to influence other asset groups in varying degrees. 
Recently, the rally in bonds (drop in yields) is very interesting. After a spike in yields earlier this year with the 10-year 
Treasury Bond peaking at 1.75%, the key benchmark bond yield has fallen to about 1.5%. Bond investors may see 
an economic slowdown coming. A sign of peak economic activity may be seen in the commodities market. Several 
key commodities have dropped recently including the prices of lumber dropping by 50%, soybeans are off 13%, 
gold off 7%, and copper is off 14% from recent highs. The drop in economically sensitive commodities and treasury 
yields suggest that a post-pandemic economic surge may be peaking. 

More Buyers than Sellers:
On the positive side of equities, the simple equation of supply and demand remains favorable. The number of 
IPOs has slowed the increase in supply while acquisitions and corporate stock purchases have reduced the number 
of investment opportunities. On the demand side, personal income and the savings rate has risen dramatically as 
the risk of the economic loss from Covid-19 was assumed by the U.S. government. While investors have already 
committed to equity investments, the growth in money market funds shown below suggests that there is still a long 
way to go. Further, the equity markets are receiving help from low interest rates from the bond market which is 
providing little competition for capital. A change in the Federal Reserve policy could be possible next year and will 
come as no surprise to investors. Yes, when the policy does change there will most likely be a negative reaction in 
the financial market, but the real question is will it last 2 days or 2 years? 
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Fixed Income Strategy: Play Defense:
With bond yields trending lower 
again, there is little investment appeal 
of the bond market besides the low 
risk and predictability of high-quality 
bonds upon maturity. Despite the 
low yields, especially in the Treasury 
market, there is significant demand 
from investors who need to invest 
in high grade bonds such as banks, 
insurance companies, and investment 
advisors like us who want a portion 
of the portfolio to have high certainty 
of future value. To compliment the 
core high quality area of fixed income 
holdings, preferred stocks and various 
bond funds offer higher yields versus 
high quality bonds. Preferred stocks 
offer higher yields, usually of 4% to 5%, 
but have unique risk considerations, 
and typically include banks and utility 
companies. Closed-end funds (CEF) 
is the overlooked market that does 
have attractive yields for long-term 
investment holders. Several floating 
CEF rate have been added to accounts.

Equity Market Still has Upside 
Potential After Very Strong  
First Half Returns
Shifting to the stock market, keep in 
mind that stocks are for long-term 
growth, and are best for unneeded 
funds for 5 years or more, not the next 
5 days. While stocks have the highest 
historical returns of the major assets 
(averaging about 10% return per year), 
stocks are also subject to wide swings 
which suggests that it is reasonable to 
expect returns of 30% to -10% based 
on statistical analysis.

n Portfolio Strategy – Think of your Portfolio as Two Accounts

As most clients are aware, we segment a client’s portfolio into two accounts: One is a stable account that holds the funds 
positioned for portfolio withdrawals or “safekeeping” over the next three to five years. The second is the growth account, 
which is designed to grow the principal value of the portfolio and harvest profits over time to replenish the stable account. 
The stable account is largely invested in fixed income with the core holding being laddered bonds with maturities tied to 
annual cash needs. The growth account is invested primarily in stocks that historically have produced the highest returns, 
although from year-to-year the returns can swing widely, although no one ever complains about the up years. 

Summer Challenges for Stocks During Historically Weak Period:
Historically, the summertime can be rough on the stock market as small events 
can have magnified impact on stock prices due to the reduced number of 
investors who are watching over the markets. This summer, potential changes 
in the Federal Reserve policy could add concern at their July meeting and at 
the Jackson Hole Summit in August. Also, the post-pandemic economic surge 
may be peaking as well as the growth in corporate earnings. On the positive 
side, there is a ton of cash waiting to be invested, so any sell offs could provide 
opportunities to invest. Sometimes, basic supply and demand issues are more 
important than fancy MBA/CFA analysis, taking a lesson from Reddit investors. 
All factors considered; we will remain bias to holding current equity exposure, 
although the individual holdings may shift until circumstances warrant a change 
in strategy. 

Specific to equity holdings, they include a diverse mix of growth, income, and 
undervalued opportunities. Our general strategy is to have a mix of stable, 
large, and financially secure holdings that serve as a foundation to the equity 
portfolio as well as growth and value stocks. The mix of investment styles is 
an ongoing process based on our analysis of many factors and we have many 
analytical resources to determine what sectors could perform better than 
the overall market. Specific to the foundation stocks, Microsoft, Johnson 
& Johnson, Royal Bank of Canada, NextEra Energy, and JP Morgan all 
function in this role of dividend yield, moderate growth, and safety. Recently 
we shifted about 1/3 of the position in JP Morgan into NextEra as the 
interest rate out has become less concerning. Nvidia is a core holding and 
continues a path of spectacular growth as the company is becoming the center 
of artificial intelligence, autonomous vehicles, gaming, and numerous other 
high-speed applications. Shifting to a little less intellect and more muscle, 
we recently added Ameresco, a new position which is a leading installer and 
owner of renewable energy projects. Solar paired with battery storage is 
the cheapest form of electricity and Ameresco has a rapidly growing back 
log. Three holdings that would be categorized as undervalued opportunities 
include Empire State Realty Trust, Oneok and National Fuel Gas Company. 
These holdings are trading well below pre-Covid-19 levels and offer significant 
appreciation potential. Two other core holdings of interest during the summer 
are Carrier Corporation and Generac. Both companies are prime beneficiaries 
of hot summers. Carrier is the leading air conditioner manufacturer and 
Generac is the leading back up power provider. While Generac has a large 
installed base of propane and diesel-powered generators, they are shifting to 
solar and battery storage creating competition for Tesla. Speaking of Tesla, 
we have harvested most of our holdings but may consider increasing our 
position. New electric vehicle competitors are really showing how far Tesla has 
advanced over the competition. Keep in mind, Tesla is actually four business 
lines: electric vehicle (EV) sales and leasing, EV charging, battery storage, 
and solar. The chart below shows the super chargers across the US. It will 
be interesting when non-Tesla vehicles will be able to use the Tesla Super 
Chargers in the US.
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Stocks with Attractive Dividend Yields in our firm’s Equity Strategy:

Since bond yields are at a historic low, it is not a surprise that the yield on most equity portfolios is higher than our high-
quality, laddered bond portfolios. Below are the top yielding stocks in client accounts. From a strategic view, holding 
these high yielding stocks is taking the place of bonds that currently offer little economic return potential.

n Tesla Super Charger Network – a future revenue source?

Businesses Are Picking up Social 
Responsibilities:

Businesses are paying greater attention 
to their role in society beyond selling 
products or services, which may also 
be good for shareholders. Investors are 
demanding companies to consider their 
environmental, social, and governance 
attributes. Our firm’s philosophy 
towards ESG analysis is that all our 
investment holdings must meet neutral 
to positive impact. 

Airbnb did not make the ESG Cut:

A company that recently failed the ESG 
criteria was Airbnb, a company that 
provides short-term residential rentals. 
While the stock has declined to an attractive level, its negative social impact and governance issues disqualify it for 
a potential holding. Homeowners of Airbnb’s often do not pay local taxes that a hotel is responsible for. Bad press is 
quickly covered up by a public relations team and large lobbyists who receive donations seeking political influence at all 
levels of government.
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Moderna, Amazon, and Nvidia did make the ESG cut providing significant social value:
On the positive, three of our core holdings, Nvidia, Amazon Web Services (AWS), and Moderna collaborated to 
develop the Covid-19 vaccine incredibly fast. Moderna was able to analyze the gene sequence of the virus in about 
two days. This was carried out with the processing speed using Nvidia’s graphic processing chips and leveraging 
AWS’s cloud services to store and access data. Using the most advanced technology, Moderna was able to develop 
the Covid-19 vaccine and is also analyzing the new variants to alter future vaccines. 

Trex – an example of the recycling economy

Trex is a long-term holding in most client accounts that has done well for both shareholders and the environment. 
It is the leading composite decking provider. The recipe to create Trex decking materials start with plastic bags, 
then add some sawdust and bit of proprietary magic, and you have a Trex product. Trex sources plastic bags from 
Publix and Wal-Mart so make sure to deposit yours on your next trip to these two stores. Not only does Trex utilize 
a product that would have ended up in a landfill, but it also reduces the demand for lumber which requires cutting 
down trees. 

n My Research on the NYC tourist Economy  
  Post-Pandemic: Jennifer Figurelli

From June 3-6th, I spent 3 ½ days in New York 
City, which was two weeks after Governor Cuomo 
announced the city’s major reopening. I spent most 
of my time in the lower Manhattan area. Traffic was 
heavily congested. Restaurants and bars were open at 
75% capacity. It was impossible to make a reservation 
since just about every restaurant was booked for two 
weeks out. Fortunately, we did get to secure seats 
in the “streeteries”, which are outdoor seating areas 
that extend into street parking spaces, that were 
constructed in the summer of 2020 under the NYC 
Open Restaurant Program. Streeteries have become 
vibrant staples on NYC streets. Their towering cabins 
have unique decorating styles and creative and 
artistic arrangements which are designed to attract 
diners from several blocks away. This new concept 
has provided not just a branding/marketing tool, but 
additional revenue for restaurants that had limited 
indoor seating capacity. Hopefully, the streeteries will 
become permanent fixtures. 
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On the location of the former Pier 54 on the Hudson River, is a brand-new park, called Little Island. Little Island is 2.4 
acres and is uniquely designed with 132 pot-shaped, concrete structures that attach to each other and are suspended 
above water. The Park is beautifully landscaped with a variety of plants, trees, and flowers, and includes a playground, 
an amphitheater and concession area. As the newest, and one of the fewest free public attractions in NYC, Little 
Island was very busy. 

One of the best and economical ways to see NYC is via bike. I rented a City Bike and rode along the Hudson River 
Greenway and observed ferry boats full of passengers leaving Battery Park to the Statute of Liberty/Ellis Island. There 
were long lines and crowds at the 911 Memorial/One World Trade Center. On June 16th, the Empire State Building 
fully re-opened and now guests can visit its new exhibits which includes “King Kong”. 

Readers may wonder, “what does Jennifer’s trip to NYC have to do with my investment portfolio?” Most client 
portfolios have an ownership in Empire State Realty Trust (ESRT), a REIT which owns numerous office and retail 
properties in Manhattan and the greater New York area, including the Empire State Building as its largest asset. 

One would naturally assume that the revival of business in NYC is a positive sign  
for ESRT. However, ESRT is a highly focused portfolio which relies on its namesake  
building for nearly 1/3 of its rental income. Hence our moderate exposure 
to client portfolios. 

Longer term, there are other factors to consider that would affect tourism,  
such as transportation options, which are limited as subway and bus lines  
are still not back to full capacity. One proposal that may improve the situation  
is the LaGuardia AirTran, which will significantly reduce the heavy roadway  
congestion and travel times between the airport and midtown. 

In sum, the increase in activity in a major metropolitan city such as NYC  
is an indicator of revival and return to economic activity across the country,  
hence the case for holding various “Covid-19 recovery stocks”,  
such ESRT, AbbVie, and Ulta. 

Jennifer R. Figurelli, CTFA, is 
Managing Director for Andrew  
Hill Investment Advisors.
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Black Diamond “Client View”  
Provides Clients with New Navigation for Portfolios

Black Diamond, our firm’s wealth management portal, provides a personalized insight of a client’s portfolio. 
Black Diamond recently launched the “Client View” feature.  The new Client View application serves as 
the primary hub for client detailed portfolio information and provides easier navigation. The page outlines 
specific reports, net worth allocation, log in activity, in addition to widgets to configure secure documents in 
a customized vault. Black Diamond is the best way to follow your portfolio and personal finances.  Elicha is 
ready to provide you with a tutorial if you would like to learn more about the new features. Below is a demo 
Client View from Black Diamond tutorial.

Hybrid Office

Starting this month, AHIA has recently returned to 
the office. Opposed to reverting to the traditional 
office standards, we have decided to revamp the 
firm to a “hybrid” office style. We are proud to say 
that Covid had no effect on the proficiency and 
responsibilities that our entailed in serving our 
clients. It can even be debated that we worked 
more efficiently. Our new “hybrid” office style 
will entail the flexibility of working from home 1 
day a week, continue the use of Zoom meetings 
for remote clients, and secure a safe office 
environment. Also, we have “soften” our dress 
code on Fridays. Tim Boyle, CEO of Columbia 
Sportswear commented recently that the last thing 
people want to do is wear uncomfortable clothes, 
so Andy’s dress shoes may be collecting more dust. 
Also, we are now closing the office at 4:15pm on 
Fridays, barring client meetings.  
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